MEMORANDUM

TO: ALL USERS OF THE BOOK OF STANDARDS
FROM: OFFICE OF HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR ERIC E. MARABELLO, P.E.
SUBJECT: REVISIONS TO THE BOOK OF STANDARDS
DATE: FEBRUARY 8, 2019

PURPOSE

The following revisions have been made to the Book of Standards and is posted on the Maryland Department of Transportation State Highway Administration (MDOT SHA) website:

CATEGORY 1: PRELIMINARY

MD 104.05-19 Exit Ramp Treatment/Exp-Freeway Greater than 40 MPH (Revised)
MD 104.06-15 Pavement Edge Drop-off 2.5 Inches or Less (Between Traffic Lanes) (Revised)
MD 104.06-16 Pavement Edge Drop-off 2.5 Inches or Less (Between Traffic Lanes and Shoulder) (Revised)

CATEGORY 8: TRAFFIC

MD 802.01 Galvanized Steel Beam Sign Posts Vertical and Lateral Clearance (Revised)
MD 812.05-01 Wood Sign Supports Sleeved Foundation (Revised)
MD 813.05 Extruded Aluminum Details and Vertical Support Attachment (Revised)
MD 816.06 Size S Base Mounted Cabinet Layout (New)
MD 816.07 Foundation Details for Size S Base Mounted Cabinet (New)
MD 821.03 Breakaway Base Support System ‘B’ for Highway Signs (Revised)
MD 821.03-01 Breakaway Base Support System ‘B’ for Highway Signs (Revised)

If you have any questions relating to this distribution, please contact Aimee Zhang, P.E., MDOT SHA Office of Highway Development Team Leader, at 410-545-8006, or via email at Hzhang@sha.state.md.us.

cc: Cedric Ward, P.E., Director, Office of Traffic and Safety, MDOT SHA
     Aimee Zhang, P.E., Team Leader, Office of Highway Development, MDOT SHA